Abstract -In orderfor electric power generating capacity the task and report completion to the requester. Large tasks to be supplanted to a meaningful extent by sources smaller can sometimes be broken down into smaller tasks that are than 200 kW, an automated means ofmanaging systems of assigned to independent providers and the results marshaled small sources must be found or their sheer number will into the required product. overwhelm the power production community. 
Introduction
Electric power standards are what enable the power provided by the power industry to be considered a utility: A microgrid is a small interconnected power system The U.S. standard 60-cycle, 120/220 volt "house current", whose sources are no larger than approximately 200 kW. (and many other generation, transmission, and distribution Intra-system cross-supply and communal management standards) had to be specified and an entire industry differentiate a microgrid from a group of independent but brought into conformance, but in large part power is physically proximate small generators. In a microgrid ubiquitous, readily available, and can be provided by any generators are used communally, i.e., any generator can entity that can produce standard power. supply any load, although economic and technical . candbeaed to he-com erface f e ri power;a ait production and power use at any given moment in a small power system because relatively small differences between production and load can cause the sources to self-3 The power generating task protectively halt production.
Elemental power system tasks are much simpler to The essential thesis of our work in [8] is that a specify than computational tasks. The essential power collection of intercommunicating intelligent agents can system task is to produce power at a given rate for a given enforce operational policy in a microgrid. Capability would period of time. For example, "produce 1000 watts for one be straightforward at first, providing only marginal benefit hour".2 Normally the actual power usage will not be so early on. The relatively simple early system would enable precise, but in practice, the buyer will alter the power operational confidence and The agent system would production of his or her own power sources to become relatively more sophisticated over time as more accommodate variations between the requested amount and sensing, control, and analysis capabilities were added to the actual usage; the seller need only maintain production as individual agents allowing more complex policy elements specified. Users Cell extent should be limited so that operating a cell the T&D system to carry out the order might be somewhat under ordinary conditions can be straightforward, complex, in other words, but specifying the power consisting essentially of maintaining adequate power for the ______________________________loads that "belong" to the cell. A cell should be 2 Although this would result in 1 kW-hour, we cannot merely specify that we need 1 kW-hour, since this could be 3Loads are not customarily associated with sources, but satisfied an infinite number ofways: 2000 watts for half an they would be in this formulation by virtue of being hour, 1 watt for 1000 hours, etc.
assigned to the agent that's managing the sources.
conceptually simple and arranged so a single "tactical 1. Maintain Cybersecurity: Several grid security services monitoring and control" agent can manage it easily; e.g., are specified in the OGSA document set, including with sources physically collocated and all on one bus and secure channels [19] , key binding [20] , security with loads switched en masse by virtue of having different infrastructure messages [21] , and authorization [22] , as priorities (e.g., "critical" -"non-critical", or "high" -well as several supporting security reports, discussions, "medium" -"low").
analyses relevant because it uses a distributed approach. [13] Accomplished by a combination of human operators, describes the computing requirements of large-scale power analysis tools, and communication networks. A systems. [14] describes the operations and advantages of discussion of distributed methods for reducing using grid services in power system control centers. [15] operational risk appears in [25] accomplished in a collaborative grid using grid services. 8. Interact with humans: System components would communicate with humans using WS-Notification [24] 5 Grid services for power system and WSRF as in item 2 above.
9. Interact with non-system elements to support given management system state: Non-power system resources would be "In an OGSA-based Grid, all manageable resources accessed via the WSRF as in item 2 above. either are Web services or are represented by Web 10. Detect unexpected or unfavorable state; determine and services." [18] execute appropriate response: Note this is different from fault determination (3 above) because there may be Standardized grid service resources can represent ntigoett eet culpoesdpnso energy management task categories:system policy and operator understanding of operational regimes. See [25] for a discussion of appropriate system operation to avert negative events. [26] , [27] , and [28] [3] 1. Foster, C. Kesselman, J. Nick, and S. Tuecke, "Grid To support power system operations, the OGSA services for distributed system integration," Computer, documents and OASIS documents need to be extended to vol. 35, pp. 37-46, June 2002. enable specification of desired power system behavior.
[4] R. Aversa, B. D. Martino, N. Mazzocca, and Additional benefit using the standard in the context of S. Venticinque, "Terminal-aware grid resource and service agents is gained in terms of the "plug-and-play" operation discovery and access based on agents technology," in Proc. described in [29] 
